Abstract. In order to compare the value of several features involving leaf retrieval, we design an approach to evaluate 37 features about leaf's contour, content and texture. Random forest algorithm is employed to rank these features' contribution to leaf categorization. To forming the optimum features combination, we get the highest retrieval accuracy by gradually adding the most valuable features and depict the relationship between accuracy and feature number. Combined with the time analysis, different features group could be adopted for efficiency requirement. The leaf samples are from Taiwan and ICL database.
Introduction
In recent years, computer vision has drawn more and more attention to researchers as it is capable to help us handle a large quantity of statistics with high accuracy. Technologies such as human face recognition, vehicle license recognition and so on have been applied in everywhere around us. Among this topic, there is a subtopic that may be the most attractive one: fine-grained categorization. Many researchers choose to find a good search algorithm or use the effect of big data so as to establish a good categorization, in which a great many of excellent research have been carried out such as TED speech made by Feifei Li in March this year. In Li's research, they build a giant neural network in which there are tens of millions neurons with over one hundred million parameters trained using one billion pictures categorized by nearly 50,000 workers from 167 countries since 2007. Of course she constructs an excellent fine-grained categorization which can amazingly recognize many difficult pictures for ordinary categorizations.
However, many as these researchers are, only few focus on the features themselves they choose that can translate the language of a vivid picture into the digital signals. But how can a categorization be good enough without appropriate features being chosen? To tackle this problem, in this paper we chose 37 features used in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] containing leaf texture, contour as well as color in recent years to form a framework using random forest algorithm [11] to construct a fine-grained categorization of leaves. As a consequence, on the one hand, the framework categorizes the leaves in the given database well applying the whole 37 features. On the other hand, it gives the importance score of each features. Then we used an accuracy-time consumption loss function shown in the following papers, so we reduced the features we chose ordered by the importance score and then used the same framework to categorize the database again. After the reduction, the categorization took only a rather short time compared with the original one, increasing the efficiency of categorizing without noticeable loss of accuracy.
The balance between accuracy and efficiency is always significant in every field of our lives. Although the experiment is carried out among the database of leaves, the result of this research can also be applied to different fields of computer vision in terms of fine-grained categorization so as to strike a balance between accuracy and efficiency.
Research on Leaf Feature Extraction
Different from traditional image recognition such as scene or object recognition, fine-grained categorization deals with images with subtle distinctions, which usually involves the classification of subclasses of objects belonging to the same class like birds [1] ,dogs [2] , planes [3] , plants [4] , etc. Plant recognition, based on fine-grained leaf categorization is very important and necessary to agricultural information, ecological protection, and automatic plant recognition systems. Popular works on plant leaf recognition focused on shape features [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . They developed edge detectors or used the existing edge detection methods to extract the contour of a leaf, which was matched directly or represented in other formats such as curvature scale space or deformable templates for matching. Kumar et al. [24] extracted curvature features from the binarized leaf images, and selected a nearest neighbor classifier with histogram intersection as the distance metric for classification. Color is another remarkable characteristic of image [24] and there are different kinds of color spaces, such as RGB color space, HSV color space, Luv color space and Lab color space [25] . For attaining color feature, color histogram, color set and color moment are comprehensively used [26] .
Referring to the past researches domestic and international [30] , plant leaf recognition at early stage is processing mainly based on single-kind feature. As a result, multiple-kind features have increasingly become the mainstream. In 2003 [32] , Zhang Ling and eta carried on a research taking samples of 100 kinds of plants among Beijing area, and worked out that the shape feature together with the vein feature is better than using either one of them. In 2014 [27] , Zhu Haodong and etc. conducted a research making use of Flavis data set and drew a conclusion that the vein feature with the addition of Hu invariant moment would have a higher success rate compared with using either one of the two. In 2015[31], Wang Lijun and etc. did a research of 50 samples and figured out that the shape feature contributes most for the recognition success rate; using the combination of feature kinds is superior to using a single kind; and the vein feature contributes more than the color one.
Feature and Algorithm

Features Description.
Refer to the experience of formal researchers, we select 37 representative features. Table 1 lists the detail information of these features. The background of content features is light grey and that of texture features is dark grey. In the equation about texture features, S represents elements of Gray-level Co-occurrence Matrix which has N rows and columns. μ and σ represents the average value and deviation value of Gray-level Co-occurrence Matrix's elements.Hu_1 to Hu_7 represent the invariant moments which are put forward by Hu.M.K in 1962. 
Random Forest Algorithm.
We adopt Random Forest to process the data we have now so as to get the importance of each feature. First of all, Random Forest uses bootstrap method to get sample sets at the size of n. For each sample, it will select m features randomly from the whole feature sets to generate a tree.
Each tree is a binary tree. When a tree is being built, it's split from the top to the bottom, following the Gini rule. That is, supposing P(wj) is the frequency of the samples belonging to class wj in node n, the impurity level I(n) can be expressed as
Stop splitting one node only if the samples in it belong to the same class.
Repeat for times and get trees as a forest so as to form a strong classifier. When there comes a new input to classify, the forest will let each decisive tree to classify respectively and vote for the class it output. The result of the forest is the class that owns the most votes.
As Breiman describes in [1] , we use out-of-bag data to estimate the error. Given a specific training set T, form bootstrap training sets Tk, construct classifier h(x, Tk) and let these vote to form the bagged predictor. For each y,x in the training set, aggregate the votes only over those classifier for which Tk does not containing y,x. Call this the out-of-bag classifier. X is the input vector and Y is the class that X ought to belong to. Then the out-of-bag estimate for the generalization error is the error rate of the out-of-bag classifier on the training set. For each tree in the forest, the misclassification rate is computed using OOB(out-of-bag) data, denote it errOOB1. Then we randomly cast some disturb on the feature in the whole OOB data. That is, the values of the selected variable in the out-of-bag examples are randomly permuted while the values of others' stay the same. For each feature, we denote the misclassification rate after being disturbed as errOOB2. Given N trees, the importance of the feature is 2 1
We use databases from Taiwan and ICL, randomly picked as training set and treat the rest as testing set. There are kinds of trees and samples in sum. We have 37 features in total, which are all rotation independent. We take m features from the feature set randomly as the features to generate trees. As Random Forest is not sensitive to m, we always take m as M , in which M stands for the size of the total feature set. So, we get the importance of each feature, time consumed in training and testing, classification rate and so on as illustrated below. Having done these, we pick top5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25, 26, 27, 30, 37 features order by the importance as the whole feature set to form a forest and get the responding classification rate respectively. The results are attached below.
In the experiment, we encountered that the classification rate didn't increase as we add features into the forest in order of importance. As illustrated by [1] , say there are two variables x1 and x2 which are identical and carry necessary predictive information. Because each gets picked with about the same frequency in a Random Forest, noising each separately will result in the same increase in error rate. But once x1 is entered as a predictive variable, using x2 in addition will not produce any decrease in error rate. So it does not add predictive accuracy when combined with the second.
Experiment and Analysis 4.1. Experiment Design.
The leaves pictures our experiment based on are from the database of Taiwan (102 species, 50 samples for each species) and ICL, the Intelligent Computing Lab of Chinese Academy of Sciences (220 species, 39-260 samples for each species). Each picture has white background and the single leaf in it has been randomly rotated.
In order to cut the leaf out, we first convert the picture to a binary one and then apply morphological closing operation to it, which could avoid the influence of the petioles and tiny hackle. Then we regard the longest contour as the leaf's contour, within which we can get the information about content and texture. The contour would save as a set of points. The second step is to divide the whole samples into two parts: 25 of them will serve as training samples and the others would be testing samples. We extract the 37 features from these samples and save them as txt files, while recording the time consumed to extract in the same time. The data was used to process the following experiments:
1) Feature valuation: use random forest algorithm to train, recognize the samples and score each feature. Get the recognition accuracy. The number of variables randomly selected at node is 5, max depth is 50 and the max number of trees in the forest is 200.
2) Optimal feature number: Respectively select different number of most valuable features of the upper experiment. Use them for training and testing, get the accuracy of each experiment. The parameters of random forest algorithm are same as the upper experiment.
3) Sorted feature valuation: Respectively select different kind of features (contour, content and texture) to process three experiments to get the accuracy. Parameters are same as the upper two experiments.
Experiment Analysis.
Table 2 exhibits the contribute percentage of each feature for the two database separately and the sum of them. The features are ranked in the descent order of the total percentage. The correlation coefficient of the two databases' results is 0.633793928. Analyzing the specific contribute percentage of every feature, we can get the following conclusion. First of all, some features which are usually be used together perform serious divergence in the experiments. The most distinct ones are the Hu of contour: the highest one, Hu_2, ranks fourth while Hu_7 get the 36 place, and the diversity of other Hu features is apparent, too. Thus, putting all of these features in the algorithm without different weights will be unadvisable. Besides, we are acknowledged that the most valuable features are about contour since the 6 highest percentages are from contour's information. To get features owning stable performance, we divide the features of two database respectively into three groups (12+12+13) according to their contribute percentages. Since we don't need so many features to process leaf recognition, we should only pay attention on the feature group owning the highest contribute percentage. We can see that for the most valuable group, the two experiments present greatly overlap. The phenomenon that the value of features about content and texture would be largely influenced by the quality of pictures could explain the unstable performance of GrayAvg, GrayDev and texture1. Table 3 shows general groups. For example, if the feature appears in the first group in both of the two experiments, it would be put into the group whose color is the darkest. The number of each group show amazing similar: each group owns 7-8 features. Thus, this table gives us advice for practical application: it recommends us to use the features of dark color to represent a leaf. Figure 1 shows the relationship of accuracy and the number of features. The accuracy is calculated by dividing the number of test samples by the number of the samples whose classifications are accurately predicted by the experiment. From the figures, both of two experiments reach stable accuracy when we use about 20 features. For TW database, the accuracy reaches 83.8% while using 26 features. The other experiment's accuracy keeps fluctuating around 70% after the feature number gets higher than 20. And when we use only 5 features, the accuracy will drops sharply to below 20%. Figure 2 shows the relationship of time consumed in training models and the number of features. The proportional relation is apparent. Exceptional deviation might be caused by the erratic conditions of computer. 
